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The Jews use their Torah as their blueprint for conquering Gentiles this is contained within its 

stories when one understands them from deep study into their occult knowledge which are 

openly discussed as such by the Rabbi's.  
 

 

The tale of the Hebrews fighting the Philistines is where the plot for the poison of the Bible is 

found. The Hebrews use their Ark they take this into battle to conqueror. However the battle 

goes against them and the Ark is captured. This "god" of theirs however allows this to happen 

as a ruse. When the Philistines take the Ark amongst themselves and their cities they are 

destroyed by numerous plagues and misfortunes and conquered from within. The Ark is 

symbolic of the Jewish Torah it was built with occult knowledge by the 22 letters by literal magic 

in the Kabala. Its the power of their "god" and houses the spirit the energy of their "god". The 

Gentiles who defeated the Hebrews on the battlefields and dominated them socially and 

politically. Are brought down from within by the poison of the Torah in a ruse by the Hebrews. 

Like with the tale of the Trojans and the Greek Horse. The Greeks couldn't defeat the Trojans in 

war so they took them from within by a ruse. Remember in the Lord of the Rings the Yahweh 

like character Sauron couldn't defeat middle earth by force of arms. So he created The One 

Ring to bind them all into the energy of his evil spirit and bring them down from within.  

 

Within the Bible the Jews are defeated numerous times by the Egyptians, Babylonians and 

nearly destroyed by the Assyrians. And then the Roman's. These are all Pagan nations who 

have as the Jews in Kabala stated their own guardian spirits which in Kabala speak means 

spiritual protection by means of spiritual knowledge, rituals and such. Much of the actual ancient 

wars were done with occult power just read the Veda's. The Rabbi's state their victory will come 

when their "god" wrestles with and defeats the guardian Gods of the Gentile nations. This 

means when they deplete the Gentiles of their spiritual protections and knowledge and 

conqueror them into the spell of the Torah. When their Jewish witchcraft becomes powerful 

enought to break the Gentiles down on every level. This is just making a vortext of psychic 

energy strong enough to act onto the material.  
 

 

The Jews after their defeat by the Roman's gave the Roman's, the Gentile world the poison of 

the Torah in the form of the Bible. This accomplished what armies could not do. It destroyed the 

Gentile world by a Jewish ruse. The entire book of Revelations is one large curse on the Gentile 

Pagan Roman Empire that is tied into the curses on the Babylonians to bring down Rome. The 

Jew Freud who called himself the second Moses admitted he created the mind weapon of 

Psychoanalyse[cultural Marxism] as "The Plague" to destroy Western society from within with. 

Freud considered himself the new Hannibal coming to take down Rome. Just like his Jewish 

ancestors did from within by the plague of the Bible. Freud's goal was to create his mind virus 

into a new religion. Because Jews create fake religions as occult weapons against Gentiles.  
 

The Hebrews lost to the Philistines because the power of their Ark, their own psychic field of 

energy was not strong enough to overcome the Philistines occult power in a force of arms. So 

they poisoned them from within. In the end of the tale the Philistines are forced to acknowledge 

the supremacy of the Jewish "god'. Which is what the Bible accomplishes. The Jews get the 
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Gentiles to destroy their own society from within and remove their own identity and replace it 

with a slave identity [they even call themselves by the names of their Hebrew masters] and they 

get them to remove their own spiritual protection. And then have them pour all their energy into 

the Jewish god form which curses them. And gets them to police their society into a Jewish run 

prison camp. And they are conquered. And the Jews sit back and laugh while they reap the 

rewards of their victory. 
 

But also remember just like with The One Ring.... There where some of those who were not 

deceived and resisted..... They won. What creature was destroyed with The One Ring's 

destruction..... GOLEM... 
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Remember who defeated Sauron and destroyed the spell that freed the world.... It was not 

Kings, Emperor's, Wizards or armies..... It was a little Hobbit with none of those things. You 

don't need to rule an Empire to do the Final RTR. You just need courage to do the right thing.  
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